
TRIGOSCOOT - Redefining Micro-Mobility for Everyday Adventures! 

Introducing the Ultimate Electric Mini Cargo Scooter - Your Lightweight and Secure Solution for All 

Your Needs! Meet the TRIGOSCOOT, the electric Mini Cargo Scooter with a detachable cargo 

platform, designed to enhance your daily life with seamless mobility, lightweight design, and top-

notch security features. 

 

 

 

Advantages in Everyday Life: Lightweight and Secure: TRIGOSCOOT boasts a lightweight frame 

without compromising on security. Our advanced engineering ensures a stable and safe ride, giving 

you peace of mind while you cruise through your daily adventures. 

Customizable Cargo Platform: Experience true versatility with the detachable "extension platform" 

feature. Easily adjust the platform to suit your needs, whether it's for groceries, packages, or work 

equipment. TRIGOSCOOT adapts to your lifestyle in a snap! 

Effortless Maneuverability: Glide through narrow hallways and tight spaces effortlessly. 

TRIGOSCOOT's agile design allows you to navigate through crowded areas with ease, making your 

daily commute hassle-free and enjoyable. 



Eco-Friendly & Sustainable: Embrace an eco-conscious lifestyle with our electrically powered 

scooter. TRIGOSCOOT's electric motor produces zero emissions, reducing your carbon footprint and 

contributing to a greener, more sustainable future. 

Space-Saving Convenience: Living in a compact living space? No problem! The detachable cargo 

platform makes storing TRIGOSCOOT a breeze, maximizing your living area and leaving room for the 

things you love. 

Minimal Maintenance, Maximum Reliability: TRIGOSCOOT is designed with simplicity in mind. You 

decide on whitch Engine you want. This IDEA requires minimal maintenance, saving you time and 

money, while ensuring a reliable and efficient ride every time you hop on. 

Unparalleled Versatility: Whether you're commuting to work or exploring the city, TRIGOSCOOT has 

you covered. From personal adventures to cargo transportation, this sleek and stylish scooter is the 

ultimate all-in-one solution for urban living. 

Take control of your everyday life with the Electric Mini Cargo Scooter - TRIGOSCOOT. Embrace 

lightweight, secure, and eco-friendly mobility, and open up a world of possibilities for your daily 

adventures. Upgrade your micro-mobility experience today and redefine how you move through the 

city with TRIGOSCOOT! 
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TRIGOSCOOT is a pioneer in engineering and building compact, all-terrain cargo extension platforms for self-balancing 

scooters. (Segway/Hoverboard)  

 

We invented and designed the most multi-functional hoverboard micro cargo-platform in the market called *TRIGOSCOOT* 

Attach and detach our lightweight multiuse Platform without tools in a few seconds and convert your Balance-Board into a 

highly functional, Personal Cargo-Commuter, Industry-picking scooter, Golf scooter, Golf board, Factory-Scooter, Urban Fun-

Scooter, Warehouse Material Handling cart,.. etc.  

 

We are developers of smart, lightweight micro-mobility cargo solutions for industry and private usage. (Working scooter, 

Utility scooter, Cargo scooter)  
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https://www.trigoscoot.com  

https://www.instagram.com/trigoscoot  

https://www.tiktok.com/@trigoscoot  

https://www.facebook.com/trigoscoot  

https://www.youtube.com/@trigoscoot 

 


